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Photochromic fluorescence switching in liquid
crystalline polynorbornenes with a-cyanostilbene
side-chains†

Yijin Wu, Shasha Zhang, Jiwei Pei and Xiao-Fang Chen *

Photoresponsive materials have been drawing much attention due to their fast switching properties and

non-contact and non-destructive features. In this paper, we report a photoinduced reversible

fluorescence switching based on the a-cyanostilbene containing liquid crystalline polynorbornenes.

Z- and E-stereoisomers of a-cyanostilbene monomers with different flexible alkoxy tails and their

corresponding Z- and E-polymers were synthesized and characterized for the first time. P-(Z)-345 with

three alkoxy tails exhibits a hexagonal columnar structure. P-(Z)-4, P-(Z)-34, and P-(Z)-35 with one or

two alkoxy tails possess a lamellar structure. The substitution position and number of alkoxy tails also

influence the photoluminescence behaviours, giving rise to different fluorescence colours in bulk. Both

monomers and polymers show photoinduced E/Z isomerization in solution. Under the UV light of

365 nm and 254 nm, polymer thin films or monomer thin films at the noncrystalline state could change

their fluorescence colours accordingly, which is mainly due to the photoinduced reversible E/Z

isomerization and [2+2] dimerization in film.

Introduction

Stimulus-responsive materials are generally sensitive to various
external signals and release corresponding feedback, exhibiting
smart or intelligent behaviours. Among these stimulus sources,
materials with photoresponsive character have been drawing
much attention due to their fast switching properties and
non-contact and non-destructive features.1–4 Meanwhile, light
stimulus sources could be readily controlled and modulated in
terms of wavelength, intensity, spatial distribution etc., which
produces more delicate and programmable signals to meet
advanced applications in future. Until now, most of the photo-
responsive materials contain photochromic components, such
as diarylethene, spiropyran, and azobenzene. As a consequence of
light-triggered trans–cis isomerization or ring opening-closure
reaction based on photochromic components, photoresponsive
materials are able to achieve reversible switching of physical

properties, such as colour, geometrical structure, electron con-
ductivity, and dipole interaction.4 Fluorescence properties could
also be modulated either via a turn-on/off state or different colour
changes in response to light stimuli. The corresponding photo-
responsive fluorescent materials have potential applications
of photo memory super-resolution imaging, bioimage, logic gate,
etc.4–6 Because most of photochromic components are non-
fluorescent, photoswitchable fluorescent materials are generally
composed of photochromic and luminescent components via
covalent or non-covalent connection within molecular, polymer
or supramolecular systems.6 Recent studies have revealed
that some azobenzene materials show aggregation-induced-
emission (AIE) features and can be used as photoswitchable
fluorescent materials.7–9 It still remains a challenge to develop
new photoswitching fluorescence systems with controllable
and non-destructive response behaviours.

a-Cyanostilbene derivatives10–13 are known as fluorescent
molecules and their AIE properties14–16 have been studied for
the past decade. Recent research revealed that a-cyanostilbene
is a good candidate to construct stimulus-responsive materials.
The luminescence intensity and colour can be readily modu-
lated under various external stimuli, such as temperature,17–19

solvent,20–22 mechanical force,22–29 and pH.30 Most of the
a-cyanostilbene derivatives are also sensitive to light stimuli.
When irradiated by UV light, a-cyanostilbene moiety can undergo
Z/E isomerization31–44 or [2+2] dimerization,44–47 which finally
influences the conjugation length and the molecular packing.
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The fluorescence intensity and colour are thus modulated.
Although a variety of responsive properties for a-cyanostilbene
derivatives have been explored so far, most of cyanostilbene-
related systems are based on small molecules and the reversible
switching phenomenon only happens in a limited number of
cases. In addition, it should be noted that light-triggered Z/E
isomerization generally takes place in a solution, gel, or liquid
crystalline (LC) state, but rarely in a solid crystalline state.
a-Cyanostilbene-related materials should be heated to their
LC or isotropic phase to realize the light-induced responsive
properties in the bulk state. We recently reported a feasible
strategy to realize reversible fluorescence switching by incor-
porating the a-cyanostilbene molecule into a supramolecular
polymer system via hydrogen bonding interactions.48 Its
fluorescence colour could be changed at room temperature by
irradiating 365 nm UV light and reverting to the original state
via thermal annealing. Recently, an a-cyanostilbene moiety has
been reported that could be used as the mesogen to construct
fluorescent liquid crystalline polymers,49–54 but its photo-
responsive properties and mechanism in polymer systems have
not been revealed until now.

In this work, we successfully realized reversible switching of
luminescence colour in a-cyanostilbene-related side-chain
LC polymers and the recovery process is readily realized via
different UV light irradiation at room temperature.

The chemical structures of side-chain polynorbornenes are
shown in Scheme 1. The side-chain segment is constructed with
the a-cyanostilbene moiety end-attached with various aliphatic
tails at different substitution positions. The a-cyanostilbene group
has Z and E configurations. Generally, the Z-isomer is the
thermally stable one and exhibits a rod-like shape that can act
as a calamitic mesogen, while the E-isomer adopts a bent-like
structure. Photoinduced E/Z isomerization could simultaneously
trigger an LC phase transition and fluorescence switching in some
cases. In contrast to the Z-isomer, studies of the E-isomer are
seldom reported, probably due to its lower thermal stability.
In this work, we synthesized both Z-monomers and E-monomers
according to the synthetic routes as shown in Scheme 2. The
E-isomer can be obtained by column chromatography separation

from the photo-irradiated Z-isomer solution. To keep their
configuration in polymer structures, we choose polynorbornene
here as the main chain that can be synthesized via ring-opening
metathesis polymerization (ROMP) under mild conditions.55

It can be used to avoid thermally induced structural change and
to get the corresponding Z- and E-polymers. Studies of such
unique isomer-based polymers would help us to gain more insight

Scheme 1 Chemical structures of polynorbornenes.

Scheme 2 Synthetic routes for the preparation of the Z- and E-monomers
and their corresponding polymers.
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into the interplay between the molecular structures (especially
the molecular configurations) and self-assembled supramolecular
structures. In this system, phase behaviours and the photo-
physical properties of monomers and polymers either in solution
or in the solid state have been systematically studied. The
mechanism of photochromic fluorescence switching was also
thoroughly investigated.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of monomers and polymers

Monomers were synthesized according to the synthetic route as
shown in Scheme 2. The detailed synthetic procedures are
provided in the ESI.† By irradiating a Z-monomer solution
(CHCl3, 1 � 10�5 mol L�1) with 365 nm UV light from a
hand-held UV light (1.0 mW cm�2), its UV-vis absorption
spectrum changed instantly. The absorption maximum of
M-(Z)-345 (Fig. 1a) showed a hypsochromic shift from 361 nm
to 348 nm after 150 s UV irradiation and the absorbance
decreases as a function of the exposure time. Similar changes
could also be found in other monomers. Further investigation
was carried out by 1H NMR spectroscopy to monitor the
structural change during UV irradiation. 1H NMR spectra

(Fig. 1b) clearly show that an UV-induced Z to E isomerization
was taking place. The content of M-(E)-345 gradually increased
in CDCl3 solution, together with the decrease of M-(Z)-345
content. After 2 h irradiation, the CDCl3 solution of M-(Z)-345
(10 mg mL�1) in the NMR tube reached a photostationary state.
The maximum photoconversion from Z to E was calculated
from the 1H NMR spectra, which is as high as 82%. Apart from
Z to E isomerization, no other photoreaction was detected in
CDCl3 solution.

The E-monomer could be successfully separated and puri-
fied from the corresponding irradiated Z-monomer solution via
column chromatography (Scheme 2). Chemical structures of
both Z- and E-monomers were verified via 1H NMR (Fig. 1b and
Fig. S1–S4, ESI†), 13C NMR, high-resolution MS and elemental
analysis. Compared to the UV spectrum of M-(Z)-345, the lmax

of M-(E)-345 is blue shifted to 334 nm as shown in Fig. 1c,
due to its bent structure with relatively short conjugation.

The ROMP was carried out at room temperature in CH2Cl2

solution for 4 h. Both Z-monomers and E-monomers can be
polymerized under this condition with high conversion. During
polymerization, the Schlenk tube was wrapped with aluminium
foil to avoid light-induced isomerization. 1H NMR spectra in
Fig. 2 confirm that both P-(Z)-345 and P-(E)-345 are synthesized
successfully with their side chains keeping the same configura-
tions as the corresponding monomers and no other reactions
take place during polymerization. The 1H NMR spectra of other
polymers can be found in Fig. S2–S4 (ESI†). Their molecular
weights and polydispersity values were measured via GPC with
polystyrene standards. The Mn values of polymers, as shown in
Table 1, are higher than 4 � 104 g mol�1 with relatively narrow
polydispersity.

Phase behaviours of monomers and polymers

The mesomorphic properties of monomers and polymers were
investigated with the combination of polarized optical microscopy
(POM), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS).
All Z-monomers, which contain rigid rod-like structures, show
enantiotropic LC behaviours, whereas E-monomers exhibit only
crystalline behaviours. Their DSC curves and POM pictures
could be found in the ESI† (Fig. S5–S6). The TGA results of

Fig. 1 (a) UV-vis absorption spectra of M-(Z)-345 in CHCl3 (1 � 10�5 mol L�1)
before and after irradiation upon 365 nm UV light with increasing illumination
times; (b) 1H NMR spectra of M-(Z)-345 before and after 365 nm UV irradiation
with different illumination times and pure M-(E)-345; (c) UV-vis absorption
spectra of pure M-(Z)-345 and M-(E)-345 in CHCl3 solution. Fig. 2 1H NMR spectra of P-(Z)-345 and P-(E)-345.
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polymers listed in Table 1 show the decomposition temperature
is over 310 1C when the sample reaches 5% weight loss under
a nitrogen atmosphere. Therefore, further phase behaviour studies
of these polymers were conducted below this temperature. Fig. 3a
displays DSC curves of Z-polymers recorded during the second
heating and the subsequent cooling process. A small endothermic
peak in the heating curve and a corresponding exothermic peak in
the cooling process for each Z-polymer can be found, indicating the
existence of phase transition. The phase transition process is also
studied via POM. At first, Z-polymers exhibit birefringence. When
the sample is heated above the phase transition temperature, it
enters an isotropic state. Then after cooling the sample, the
birefringence appears again. As shown in Fig. 3b characteristic
LC textures could gradually grow up when the sample is cooled
slowly from the isotropic state. P-(Z)-345 shows a typical fan-like
texture. P-(Z)-4, P-(Z)-34 and P-(Z)-35 just show a granular texture
due to their high viscosity. Therefore, the isotropic temperature Ti

was consistent with the phase transition temperature detected via
DSC, which is listed in Table 1. Combined with DSC and POM
results, the Ti is associated with the number of substituted aliphatic
chains. The mono-substituted P-(Z)-4 has the highest Ti at 230 1C.
P-(Z)-35 has the lowest Ti, which is due to the plasticization of
flexible aliphatic tails and the meta-substituted position, which
decrease the intermolecular interaction of rigid mesogens to some
extent.

A SAXS method was further performed to verify the LC
structure of these polymers. As shown in Fig. 3c, the SAXS
profile of P-(Z)-4 shows three diffraction peaks in the low-angle
region with the q ratio of 1 : 2 : 3, which refers to a long-range
ordered lamellar structure. The calculated layer thickness (L) is
7.31 nm. Meanwhile, only a broad scattering peak exists in the
wide-angle region in Fig. 3d, indicating no positional order
within the layer. When the rigid mesogen is attached with two
aliphatic tails at the 3,4 or 3,5 positions, the corresponding
P-(Z)-34 and P-(Z)-35 keep lamellar structures with the layer
thickness around 6.22 and 6.04 nm, respectively. The layer
thickness is associated with the length of the repeating unit in
side-chain liquid crystal polymers (SCLCPs), based on the
general schematic packing model presented in Fig. 3e. The
calculated length (Lc) of an extended repeating unit structure
with an all-trans conformation of the aliphatic chain is around
4.45 nm. Since L should not be larger than 2Lc in the lamellar

structure, the side chain adopts a partially interdigitated
packing model within each layer in this case. When the cyano-
stilbene mesogen was attached with three aliphatic chains at
the 3, 4, and 5 positions, the corresponding polymer P-(Z)-345
exhibited the other type of ordered structure. The SAXS profile
of the thermally annealed sample showed three diffraction
peaks with the q in a ratio of 1 :O3 : 2. A typical hexagonal
columnar (Fh) structure with the lattice parameter of
a = 7.25 nm was confirmed. The POM picture in Fig. 3b presents

Table 1 Molecular weight and thermal behaviours characterization of the
polymers

Polymer Mn
a (g mol�1) Mw

a (g mol�1) PDIa Td
b (1C) Ti

c (1C)

P-(Z)-345 102 600 126 600 1.23 372 182
P-(E)-345 86 400 124 400 1.44 361 —
P-(Z)-34 85 300 110 300 1.29 390 227
P-(E)-34 48 400 84 700 1.75 385 —
P-(Z)-35 103 500 123 600 1.19 396 148
P-(Z)-4 86 600 109 300 1.26 379 230

a Determined by GPC in THF using polystyrene standards. b 5% weight
loss temperature evaluated by TGA under a nitrogen atmosphere at a
heating rate of 10 1C min�1. c Isotropization temperature confirmed by
DSC at a heating rate of 10 1C min�1.

Fig. 3 (a) DSC curves of polymers at a heating and cooling rate of
10 1C min�1. (b) POM pictures of P-(Z)-345 at 150 1C, P-(Z)-34 at 201 1C
and P-(Z)-4 at 210 1C. SAXS (c) and WAXS (d) profiles of thermally annealed
polymers recorded at room temperature. (e) schematic illustration of the
phase structure model of smectic and FH phases.
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the characteristic fan-like texture of a columnar phase for P-(Z)-345,
which is also consistent with the SAXS result. The substituent
position and number of aliphatic tails affect the LC structure to
some extent.

Phase structures of the corresponding E-polymers have
also been studied. The cyanostilbene segment here adopts a
bent structure instead of a rod-shaped one. In contrast to
Z-polymers, SAXS profiles of both P-(E)-4 and P-(E)-345 only
show a broad peak in the low angle region (Fig. 3c). Meanwhile,
no phase transition and birefringence could be detected for
E-polymers, indicating the amorphous nature. It is well known
that the rod-like shape of the mesogens is important for the
stabilization of the lamellar structure in SCLCPs. In this
system, neither a lamellar nor columnar structure could be
maintained when the cyanostilbene segment changes from a Z
to E configuration. The conformation of the cyanostilbene
segment in this system plays a virtual role in the formation of
the LC phase. Meanwhile, the aliphatic chain could be used to
modulate the phase transition temperatures and phase struc-
tures. Based on the result, it could be speculated that if
photoinduced Z to E isomerization could be triggered in the
bulk state, an LC-to-iso phase transition would be taking place
in this system.

Photophysical properties of monomers and polymers

The UV-vis absorption spectra of monomers in dilute CHCl3

solution (1� 10�5 mol L�1) are shown in Fig. 4a. The maximum
absorption peaks of M-(Z)-345, M-(Z)-34, M-(Z)-35, and M-(Z)-4
are at 359 nm, 360 nm, 339 nm, and 351 nm, respectively. As we
have mentioned, M-(E)-345, the corresponding E-isomer,
could be found with a notable blue shift of 25 nm (Fig. 1c),

as is M-(E)-34, which is at 343 nm as shown in Fig. S7a (ESI†).
Meanwhile, the UV-vis absorption spectra of the corresponding
polymers are similar to the corresponding monomers (Fig. S8,
ESI†). The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of monomers in
CHCl3 solution (1 � 10�5 mol L�1) are shown in Fig. 4b. The
emission peak of each monomer is quite close to each other,
which is located around 447 nm. Cyanostilbene derivatives are
known as AIEgens. Z-Monomers, which contain cyanostilbene
segments, also retain the characteristic AIE properties. The PL
intensity shows a dramatic change from THF solution to the
strongly fluorescent aggregates in THF/water mixtures. As shown
in Fig. 4c, M-(Z)-345 is almost nonluminescent in pure THF
and the fluorescence intensity remains almost unchanged in the
THF/water mixtures with up to 50% (fw). However, there is a sharp
increase when the water content reaches 60%. With up to 60%
water content, these molecules begin to form aggregates, and the
emission band shows an obvious red-shift from 447 nm to
483 nm. Other Z-monomers also exhibit a dramatic increase of
PL intensity in THF/water mixtures (Fig. S7, ESI†).

In the solid state, the molecular packing influences the PL
spectra. As shown in Fig. 4d, the maximum emission wavelengths
of Z-monomers are 481 nm (M-(Z)-345), 484 nm (M-(Z)-34),
459 nm (M-(Z)-35), and 463 nm (M-(Z)-4). All Z-monomers contain
the identical cyanostilbene segment, but with a substituted
dodecanoxyl chain at different positions. Comparing the PL
spectra of M-(Z)-345 in solution (Fig. 4b) and in the solid state
(Fig. 4d), it is clearly seen that the aliphatic chains have less effect
on the fluorescence properties in solution, but really affect the PL
properties in the condensed state,56 especially for M-(Z)-345 and
M-(Z)-34, both of which exhibit an obvious red-shift. The quantum
yield (Ff) of monomers in solution is very low, exhibiting non-
fluorescence, while they show high fluorescence properties in the
solid state with high Ff (450%).

Polymers also retain AIE properties. Taking P-(Z)-345 as an
example, the PL intensity gradually increases upon the contin-
uous addition of water in THF/water mixed solvents accompa-
nied by a red-shift of maximum emission wavelength as shown
in Fig. 5a, indicating the gradual formation of aggregates.
As mentioned above, in the case of M-(Z)-345, when fw exceeded
60%, the fluorescence intensity was dramatically increased. But
for polymers, the aggregates form more easily when fw reaches
only 10%. Fig. 5b presents the PL change as a function of water
content for both M-(Z)-345 and P-(Z)-345. The increase of PL
intensity and the red-shift of wavelength of P-(Z)-345 are gentler
than that of the monomer M-(Z)-345. Although M-(Z)-345 and
P-(Z)-345 have the same concentration of cyanostilbene seg-
ment in THF, the concentration of cyanostilbene around the
polymer chain is much higher than that in other places in
dilute solution, which provides much higher propensity to
aggregate with less water content. Other polymers exhibit
similar AIE behaviours in THF/water mixtures (Fig. S8, ESI†).

These polymers can still undergo Z/E isomerization in CHCl3

solution under the irradiation of 365 nm UV light, which was
confirmed via UV-vis absorption and 1H NMR spectra (Fig. S9,
ESI†). The time to reach the equilibrium of Z/E isomerization
for P-(Z)-345 is longer than that of M-(Z)-345. It is also due to

Fig. 4 (a) UV-vis absorption spectra of monomers in CHCl3
(1 � 10�5 mol L�1). (b) PL spectra of monomers in CHCl3 (1 � 10�5 mol L�1).
(c) PL spectra changes of M-(Z)-345 depending on the water fractions in THF.
(d) Fluorescence spectra of monomers in the solid state.
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the same reason that the presence of the polymer backbone
causes the higher local concentration of the cyanostilbene
segment than that of the corresponding monomer solution.

PL spectra of polymers at the solid state are shown in Fig. 5c.
The emission peaks of polymers are similar to those of the
corresponding monomers, which means that PL properties
could be kept after polymerization in these systems. After
polymerization, the Ff of polymer samples is decreased due
to the noncrystalline feature of polymers.

Photochromic fluorescence switching in monomer and
polymer films

The fluorescence modulation properties of polymers and
monomers have been investigated. For example, the P-(Z)-345
film was prepared on a quartz plate via a spin-coating method.
As shown in Fig. 6a, the original film emitted green fluores-
cence with the maximum emission wavelength of 476 nm.
Upon 365 nm UV irradiation, the wavelength of emission blue
shifted gradually. After 30 min, the PL peak position shifts to
462 nm and then remains constant with further UV irradiation.
The recovery process has been realized via thermal annealing.

In this work, the irradiated P-(Z)-345 film here is quite hard to
convert to its original state using a heating process alone.
The intriguing thing is that the luminescence colour of the
irradiated film can be restored to its original state by shedding
the light of 254 nm at room temperature. As shown in Fig. 6b,
after 10 min the emission peak red shifts to 472 nm. This
means that the reversible fluorescence switching could be
realized in the polymer film only by using UV light stimuli
with a different wavelength. Because the luminescence colour is
quite different before and after UV irradiation, the fluorescence
patterns with dual emission colours could be easily obtained by
carrying out 365 nm UV irradiation for 30 min through a mask.
Fig. 6c presents the writing-erasing cycles of fluorescence
images in a P-(Z)-345 film. The fluorescence pattern could be
erased upon 254 nm UV irradiation, and then the whole film
shows a green colour again. Different patterns could be written
again in the same film by using different masks as shown
in Fig. 6c.

A similar responsive process was also found in the
as-prepared monomer thin film, but it should be noted that
the monomer film easily appeared to be heterogeneous after
several irradiation cycles. The freshly prepared M-(Z)-345 film

Fig. 5 (a) PL spectral changes of P-(Z)-345 depending on the water fractions in THF. (b) PL intensity and wavelength of M-(Z)-345 and P-(Z)-345 as a
function of water content (fw) in THF/water mixtures. (c) PL spectra of polymer films.

Fig. 6 (a) PL spectra of the P-(Z)-354 film irradiated with 365 nm UV light for different exposure times. (b) PL spectra of the irradiated P-(Z)-354 film
further irradiated with 254 nm UV light for different exposure times. (c) Fluorescent pictures of the P-(Z)-345 film irradiated with 365 nm UV light and then
with 254 nm light.
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showed a noncrystalline state and slowly entered a crystalline
state as revealed via XRD experiments (Fig. S10, ESI†). After
crystallization, the monomer film did not show any photo-
responsive behaviours, which was confirmed via 1H NMR mea-
surements. There were no significant differences found
between the results in the 1H NMR spectra before and after
irradiation (Fig. S11, ESI†).

In order to study the mechanism of fluorescence switching,
1H NMR was first carried out to detect the chemical structural
change of the polymer before and after UV irradiation. However,
the film of P-(Z)-345 became difficult to dissolve in most organic
solvents after UV illumination. It was speculated that some cross-
linking reactions might occur in the film. As mentioned above,
the as-prepared non-crystallized monomer film has similar
photostimulus-responsive properties. Thus, the corresponding
monomer was chosen instead to track the photoinduced
switching behaviours. After 365 nm UV irradiation for 30 min,
the M-(Z)-345 film was dissolved in CDCl3 for the 1H NMR
measurements. First of all, signals belonging to the E-isomer
could be clearly detected via 1H NMR as shown in Fig. 7.
This means that the E/Z isomerization could take place in the
bulk state. Besides the E-isomer, the 1H NMR spectra of the
irradiated samples also show two new singlets at 4.95 and
5.09 ppm (Fig. 7). As reported before,45–47 when cyano-
substituted cyclobutanes are generated via photocycloaddition,
one singlet in the 1H NMR at around 5 ppm could be detected.
In this case, the 1H NMR result indicates that at least two types
of cyclobutanes appeared in the thin film after UV irradiation.
Here we assign the singlet at 4.95 nm to dimer 1 and the other
singlet to dimer 2 (Fig. 7). The content ratio of the integrated
peaks of the two singlets in irradiated film is related to the
temperature. When the film was irradiated at room tempera-
ture, both dimers 1 and 2 could be detected. The content of
dimer 1 decreased with increasing temperature. When it was
irradiated at 75 1C, only dimer 2 existed, which was confirmed
via 1H NMR (Fig. 7). Then dimer 2 was successfully separated
from the mixture through column chromatography (Fig. 8a).

We also got the irradiated sample that mainly contained
dimer 1 rather than dimer 2 via controlling the temperature

and the irradiation time (Fig. 8a). The chemical structures and
the stereochemistry of the major cyclobutanes formed in this
photoprocess of these two dimers were studied via 2D 1H NMR
experiments. Based on rotational frame nuclear Overhauser
effect spectroscopy (ROESY) and H–H correlation spectroscopy
(COSY) experiments (Fig. S12, ESI†), dimer 2 adopts a head-to-
tail structure and dimer 1 possesses a head-to-head structure.
Their MS spectra shown in Fig. 8b and c also confirm the
formation of the dimers. Based on this result, we could also
speculate that the molecules tend to adopt head-to-head packing
in the non-crystalline phase, which can be a bilayer lamellar
structure or a columnar structure. When heating close to the
isotropic state, molecules generally adopt a more interdigitated
arrangement and head-to-tail dimers become dominant.

The content ratio of the Z-isomer, E-isomer, dimer 1 and 2 in
the irradiated film could also be measured via 1H NMR.
As shown in Fig. 9, after irradiation via 365 nm UV light, the

Fig. 7 1H NMR spectra of M-(Z)-345, M-(E)-345 and the as-casted film of
M-(Z)-345 irradiated with 365 nm UV light at 25, 55 and 75 1C for 30 min.

Fig. 8 (a) 1H NMR spectra of the irradiated sample containing dimer 1 and
purified dimer 2.; Chemical structures and corresponding MS spectra of
dimer 1 (b) and dimer 2 (c).
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molar content ratio of the n(Z-isomer) : n(E-isomer) : n(dimer 1) :
n(dimer 2) in the film is 1 : 0.60 : 2.88 : 1.28, which means that
both E/Z isomerization and [2+2] cycloaddition take place
within the film and most of the Z-isomer turns to E-isomer
and dimers by irradiation via 365 nm. As a consequence of the
UV-induced structural change, a blue shift of the PL peak from
476 nm to 462 nm was detected (Fig. 6a). Then, by subsequent
irradiation via 254 nm UV light, the fluorescence colour of the
film reverted to the green one. In this state, the content molar
ratio of the major components n(Z-isomer) : n(E-isomer) :
n(dimer 1) : n(dimer 2) was measured as 1 : 0.28 : 0.44 : 0.10.
The content of Z-isomer increased again.

The confirmation of dimers in the irradiated monomer film
can also answer the question of whether the polymer thin
film becomes insoluble in organic solvents after 365 nm UV
irradiation. The cycloaddition may take place as well within the
cyanostilbene side chains to cross-link the polymer thin film.
Then, the 254 nm UV light can act as a decrosslinking effect
and make the blue fluorescent film return to its original green
luminescence colour, accompanied with improved solubility.
Other Z-polymers exhibit similar photochromic fluorescence
switching behaviours at room temperature (Fig. S13, ESI†).

As we discussed above, Z-polymers are liquid crystalline
polymers, while E-polymers are amorphous; the possibility of
a photoinduced phase transition from the LC phase to the
isotropic phase is also studied. In this work, both E/Z iso-
merization and [2+2] dimerization are detected in the LC phase,
based on the results of Fig. 9. The photoreaction is more
complicated than that of azobenzene materials.57,58 We studied
the phase transition of the irradiated polymer film via POM.
The irradiated zone has a relatively lower isotropization tem-
perature than the unirradiated zone, but because the irradiated
zone is partially crosslinked due to [2+2] dimerization, a weak
birefringence could still be observed.

Conclusions

In summary, we designed and synthesized a set of side-chain
liquid crystalline polynorbornenes. Each side chain contains an
a-cyanostilbenic moiety with end-attached aliphatic tails with
controlled substituent number and position. Both Z- and
E-monomers could be prepared and could be polymerized via

ROMP at room temperature. Z-Polymers exhibit LC behaviours.
P-(Z)-4, P-(Z)-34, and P-(Z)-35 possess lamellar structures. P-(Z)-345
possesses a Fh structure. The corresponding E-polymers show
amorphous behaviours. All Z-polymers show AIE and photo-
responsive properties. Both Z-monomers and polymers show Z
to E isomerization in solution when irradiated via 365 nm UV
light. In non-crystalline thin films, photochromic fluorescence
switching is triggered via different UV lights. The products both
from E/Z isomerization and [2+2] cyclodimerizaiton are detected.
This responsive behaviour is reversible by changing only the
wavelength of irradiated light. It provides a unique opportunity
to realize fluorescence colour switching under mild conditions.

In conclusion, this work presents a useful strategy toward
the combination of photochromic fluorescence switching and
liquid crystalline polymers through molecular design. Further
investigation on controllable colour switching and modulation
in liquid crystalline systems via all-light stimuli is still ongoing.
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